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1 Introduction
MyThreads-Links is a web based links manager that looks similar to Yahoo but was written in PHP
and uses MySQL. MyThreads-Links uses PHPLib Templates so that its very simple for anyone to
change the look and feel of the program without having to edit the code. Main features:

Any user can suggest, edit or delete links and categories (and sub-categories),• 
links and categories modifications are then validated by the webmaster,• 
search engine,• 
meta categories (new links, updated links, most requested links),• 
easy customization since all HTML is in templates (templates in English, German and
French are available),

• 

easy database customization : new data fields can be added in 5 minutes• 
dynamic templates selection and easy database customization can be used to build
multilingual sites (example here),

• 

easy installation with the web based installer,• 
web site changes tracking with WebSecretary helper scripts or Linklint,• 
optional email notification.• 
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2 Installation

2.1 Automatic installation

To get it working, you just need to point your browser to the 'install.php3' script after having
decompressed the source distribution in your web server's directory and follow the instructions.

The first form will ask you the database server address, the database name, your database user
name, your database password and the table prefix. If you do not have already a database with
valid account on it, you should follow the three first steps of the manual installation tips, to create an
empty database and a new user. The table prefix is set by default to 'my_', this means that all tables
names created by the installer will begin with 'my_'. So you should keep this default value unless
you already have tables in your database with the following names: my_links, my_categories,
my_wait or my_waitcat.

It is recommended to delete the 'install.php3' file on your server after the installation has been
completed.

2.2 Manual installation

More details and tips for a manual installation follow:

untar it in your web server directory, for example, under /var/www/mythreads/. You have
probably already done this step.

1. 

create a new mysql user. connect to the mysql database as administrator:

        mysql mysql -p

and add the user:

        GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO newuser@localhost
        IDENTIFIED BY 'mypassword' WITH GRANT OPTION;

2. 

create the database I called it links but you can change that in the config.php3 file. This can
usually be done with the command;

        mysqladmin create links 

3. 

use the database.sql and sampledata.sql to create the tables and import some sample data.
This can usually be done with the command;

        mysql links < database.sql
        mysql links < sampledata.sql

4. 

now edit the config file (config.php3) to point to your database server with the correct user
name and password created just before.

5. 

check that the 'tmp' directory is writeable by the web server. This directory will hold cache
files which will speed up the whole application.

6. 

fire up your browser and point it to index.php3 and if everything is in order then you will see
the main page pop up.

7. 

2.3 Upgrade
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If you need to upgrade your running installation of MyThreads-links, you should follow the
instructions found in the 'UPGRADE' text file. Most of the time it involves, running a
'migrate-xxx.php' script on the server and a manual update of template files.
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3 Usage

3.1 User interface

3.1.1 The main page

3.1.2 Getting more information on a link

3.1.3 Editing or deleting a link

3.1.4 Suggesting a new link

3.1.5 Suggesting a new category

3.1.6 Searching

3.1.7 Finding a link by its URL

3.2 Administration interface

3.2.1 Adding a new link

3.2.2 Modifying categories

3.2.3 Reviewing new and modified link

3.2.4 Reviewing deletion suggestions

3.2.5 Reviewing new categories

3.2.6 Deleting a link by its URL

3.2.7 Updating links count

If you manually modify the database, the links count may not be up to date. Click on this button to
update the count.
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4 Customization

4.1 Configuration File

The file 'config.php3' allows you to set up database parameters, the admin account and enable or
disable features. Variables used this file and their meaning follow:

Variable Description

$conf the features configuration array. See below for detailed description.

$text_link
array which contains -on the fly- text substitution, so that you can substitute a
word with an image. See the configuration file for examples.

$custom
array which contains type information for your custom database fields. See
'database customization' for examples.

$admin_userpass
this array contains name/password pairs which give administrator's rights. Do
not forget to put a comma between each pair.(introduced in v0.9.2)

4.1.1 The $conf array

The keys in the features configuration array ($conf) have the following meaning:

Key Type Description

security_code string

set this to a random non empty string to enable the security code
feature (captcha): you have to type the displayed code to submit
or modify a link. It prevents the admin from being flooded by bots
submiting links.

anonymous_add boolean
set to 1 if any user can add links without going to the moderation
queue. Please use the security code feature above to limit spam.

no_url_check boolean
set to 1 if you do not want waiting URLs to be checked in admin
mode (HTTP request made to the submitter URL)

use_pconnect boolean
set to 1 if you want to use mysql_pconnect instead of
mysql_connect (may cause problems with some providers)

adminemail string
set to a non null string if you want to receive a mail each time a
link is submitted

fromemail string email used in the 'From:' field in mails sent by MyThreads

cache_dir string
directory where the cached pages are put. Must be writable by the
web server

cache_time integer
Minimum time in seconds after a cached page is rebuilt from the
database.

across integer How many categories to print across a page

max_sublinks integer
Maximum sub categories shown under main categories on the
main page
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max_displayed_links integer
Maximum links displayed per page. After that, prev/next page
buttons appear.

max_top_links integer
Maximum Top-Hits links displayed on the front page. Set to '0' if
you do not want Top Hits to be displayed on the front page.

sp_max_top_links integer Maximum Top-Hits links displayed on the 'Top-Hits' page.

max_new_links integer
Maximum new links displayed on the front page. Set to '0' if you
do not want news links to be displayed on the front page.

sp_max_new_links integer
Maximum newly added links displayed on the 'Newly Added'
page.

max_upd_links integer
Maximum just updated links displayed on the front page. Set to '0'
if you do not want these links to be displayed on the front page.

sp_max_upd_links integer
Maximum just updated links displayed on the 'Updated Links'
page.

pre string

Database table prefix. The default value "my_", will add this prefix
to table names used by MyThreads to avoid conflicts with other
tables or software using your database. I can be used also to
install different versions of MyThreads, with different contents in a
single database without conflicts.

Near the end of the configuration file you'll find default template variable values. If you need to add
hooks for external code, you should add them here (see the FAQ for an example).

4.2 Templates

Template files can be found under the 'template' directory. By passing the 'tmpl' variable in the URL,
you can dynamically tell MyThreads to use different templates. For example, if you go to
'http://mysite/index.php?tmpl=en', then the templates in the directory 'template/en' will be used
instead of 'template'.

4.2.1 Quick start

You can make your site unique by creating a template for your style of site. The main templates
used in the 'template/' directory are:

main.tpl: that page is responsible for 90% of your site's look and feel• 
link.tpl: used to display the links• 
category_main.tpl: Style of main category links• 
category.tpl: Style of other category links• 
subtitle.tpl: used for subtitles on the main page (top hits and newly added links)• 
details.tpl: page which shows more information about a link• 
prevnext.tpl: Previous / Next page buttons• 

Look at the main.tpl file in the templates directory to see how we made the template.

If you want to translate your site, start by translating the user side interface by editing the above
templates and 'messages.tpl', 'form_get_url_info.tpl', 'form_new_cat.tpl', 'form_new_link.tpl',
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'form_update_link.tpl'. Then, to translate the administrator's interface, edit form_admin*.tpl files.

4.2.2 Quick PHPLib templates tutorial

PHPLib templates are plain HTML files with special text which will be substituted at run time. You
can use you favorite HTML editor to modify them as long as your editor keeps intact comments.

The class manages a set of variables which are text strings. These strings may contain references
to other variables in the form of "{variable}". When parsed or substituted, a variable reference is
being replaced by the value of that variable. Also blocks can be defined to 'delimiter' loops or
conditional parts in the HTML code. For example the block 'block' starts with <!-- BEGIN block
--> and ends with <!-- END block -->.

For example, the following template contains a block named 'row' with three variable references
{TITLE}, {NUM} and {BIGNUM}:

<table border=1 bgcolor="#cccccc" cellpadding=4 cellspacing=0>
 <tr>
  <td colspan=2><b>{TITLE}</b></td>
 </tr>
  <!-- BEGIN row -->
  <tr>
   <td>{NUM}</td>
   <td>{BIGNUM}
  </tr>
  <!-- END row -->
</table>

As it's plain HTML, you can modify it with any WYSIWYG HTML editor, as long as it keeps
comments intact since they are used for blocks.

4.2.3 Detailed templates description

4.2.3.1 main.tpl

That template page is the main HTML file and is responsible for 90% of your site's look and feel. It's
the first file you should edit to customize your site. It's also the only place where you'll find the
header and footer.

4.2.3.2 link.tpl

Template variable
name

Substituted value

LINK_TITLE entry's title

LINK_MESSAGE entry's main description (free text up to 255 chars in the default install)

LINK_ADDED
date when the entry was first added (or last edited if display in the
'update links' category)

LINK_UPDATED date when the entry was last edited (FIXME buggy in 1.0.1)

LINK_HITS entry's hits number
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LINK_GO link to the entry's URL

LINK_MORE link to the entry's details page

LINK_EDIT link to edit this entry

CUSTOM_??? your custom data

4.2.3.3 ... more to come ...

4.3 Database customization

Since release 0.9.1, you can put custom fields in your database, and tell Mythreads to use them just
by editing templates (yes, the same templates files seen before).

Three steps are needed to take into account your custom fields:

Add the field to your database, using, for example, phpMyAdmin. Its name should begin with
"custom_".

1. 

In 'config.php3', edit the '$custom' array to tell myThreads the kind of data contained in your
custom field. The key is the name of your custom database field which should begin with
"custom_" and the value is one of the types supported by myThreads (see below).

2. 

Modify the templates 'details.tpl' and 'form_update_link.tpl' in order be able to show or enter
data in your custom database fields. In 'details.tpl' add {CUSTOM_...} somewhere in the
HTML code. It will be replaced with its database's value. In 'form_update_link.tpl', add an
HTML input field whose name is the same as your custom database field.

3. 

The following types are currently supported by myThreads:

Type
In myThreads
since v.

Proprieties
Associated
SQL type

text 0.9.1
Simple text where all HTML entities are escaped. Will be
included in search results.

CHAR,
VARCHAR,
INT, ...

link 0.9.1
Same as 'text' but the ampersand ('&') is not escaped as
it can be present in URLs. The search engine will not use
this type of fields.

CHAR,
VARCHAR,
INT, ...

bool 1.1.1

Boolean value which is useful when linked to HTML
checkboxes. If non zero, it will output the 'CHECKED'
keyword. If a checkbox is ticked, a '1' will be inserted in
the related DB field.

INT

4.3.1 Customization example : screenshot link

You need to have a link to a screenshot related to a software entry ? Easy !

First, you need to add a field to your database. Let's call it 'custom_screenshot'. Using
phpMyAdmin, add a field to the 'my_links' table, with the following SQL type : VARCHAR, length
128
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Now to be able to enter this new information in your database, through myThreads' interface, you
need to edit the 'form_update_link.tpl' template (in the template directory of myThreads). Add the
following HTML to the template, to have a new text entry in the form:

<TR>
        <TD>
        <P><B>Screenshot Link:</B> 
        </P>
        </TD>
        <TD>
        <P><INPUT TYPE=TEXT NAME="custom_screenshot" 
                           VALUE="{CUSTOM_SCREENSHOT}" SIZE=50>
        </P>
        </TD>
</TR>

To view your screenshot, in the details page, you have to edit the 'details.tpl' template. For example,
you can add:

  <!-- BEGIN IFDEF_CUSTOM_SCREENSHOT -->
  <img align="right" src="{CUSTOM_SCREENSHOT}">
  <!-- END IFDEF_CUSTOM_SCREENSHOT -->

As you see, you can make use of conditional statements (ifdef_...) in the HTML template. This way,
if the screenshot field is empty, the image link will not be shown. Custom database fields are always
mapped to HTML templates with the same name, but with small variations: the 'custom_screenshot'
database field is mapped to '{CUSTOM_SCREENSHOT}' to get its value, and to the
'custom_screenshot' HTML form variable.

Finally, to inform myThreads, to take into account your new database field, edit 'config.php3' and
add 'custom_screenshot => "link"' to the $custom variable:

$custom = array (
    "custom_screenshot" => "link"
);

If you put, 'text' instead of 'link', myThreads would have also escaped the ampersand, often found in
URLs, which would break the link. But most of the time you can use the 'text' mapping which
escapes all HTML tags.

That's all ! You've added a screenshot link ! Now you should be able to add any custom text field in
your database in 5 minutes. 

4.3.2 Customization example : multilingual site

With the previous tutorial, you've seen how to add custom fields. Making a multilingual site, only
involves adding new fields to the database and modifing the templates.

Let's imagine that you need a links directory with the UI in French and in English, and with the link's
description either in French or English. Easy ! You need five minutes :
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Add a 'custom_message_fr' fields in your database with phpmyadmin (type: VARCHAR 256)1. 
Add this field to the $custom array in config.php3:

$custom = array (
    "custom_message_fr" => "text"
);

2. 

In the distribution, you'll find french templates under 'templates/fr'. In 'form_update_link.tpl'
change all occurences of '{MESSAGE}' to '{CUSTOM_MESSAGE_FR}' and
'name="message"' to 'name="custom_message_fr"'. In 'details.tpl' and 'link.tpl' change
'{LINK_MESSAGE}' to '{CUSTOM_MESSAGE_FR}'.

3. 

You can now switch to the french site with 'http://mysite/index.php3?tmpl=fr'.4. 
And you're ready to start translating your database !5. 

If you want to ease the translation of your database, you can provide in 'form_update_link.tpl', two
text areas, one with 'name="message"' and the other with 'name="custom_message_fr"' to see the
descriptions on the same page.

[ TODO: how to translate categories descriptions ? The last 0.9 release only allows one table which
contains categories descriptions. custom field in the category table? ]
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5 Tracking Links with Web Secretary and Linklint
Web Secretary is a web page monitoring software. However, it goes beyond the normal
functionalities offered by such software. Not only does it detect changes based on content analysis
(instead of date/time stamp or simple textual comparison), it will email the changed page to you with
the new contents highlighted !

Web Secretary is, of course, open source software, and it can be downloaded from
http://homemade.hypermart.net/websec/ .

Two scripts are available to convert your Mythreads links database to a Web Secretary
configuration file: websec-gen.pl and websec.php3.

Websec.php3 should in the same base directory where you installed Mythreads. First, you need to
edit 'websec.php3' and set a password on the line containing 'if ($pass != "mypass") {'.

Websec-gen.pl, is a client Perl script, which will make a request to your 'websec.php3' script and will
generate a configuration script suitable for Web Secretary. In order to configure 'Websec-gen.pl',
you need to edit it and:

Set the URL to your websec.php3 script, and the assigned password on the line '$url=...',• 
set output the file name on the line '$outfile=...',• 
read Web Secretary's documentation,• 
set default WebSec parameters after the line 'print OUT', in particular, do not forget to set
'Email' and 'EmailLink' parameters.

• 

Then, you just have to run periodically 'Websec-gen.pl' to generate a new WebSec configuration
file, which is 'urlnew.list' by default, and run 'websec.pl ./urlnew.list'. The pages which
have changed since your last request will be mailed to the address listed in the 'Email' parameter
found in 'Websec-gen.pl'.

To check the links on your site with linklint, you just have to edit and use 'linklint-gen.pl' like
'websec-gen.pl'. 
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6 FAQ
Q: My provider does not provide support for .php3 files ?

A: You just have to edit config.php3, modify the '$start_script' variable, and put 'index.php' instead
of 'index.php3'.

Q: Why cannot I log in the admin panel ?

A: Check that cookies are enabled on your browser.

Q: I'd like to add somthing like <?php include('calendar.php'); ?> in main.tpl but nothing
happens...

A: Yes, .tpl files are plain html files which cannot contain php code. If you want to do something
similar, you've got to create a global HTML template variable in config.php3.

You would setup your include script to do a 'return $data' instead of a 'print $data' , then somewhere
in config.php3, add '$mydata = include('calendar.php');'.

Then, you assign your data to a template variable, near the end of config.php3:

    $tpl->set_var(
            array(
                    "MYDATA"                     => $mydata,
                )
    );

You can now add the {MYDATA} variable in any .tpl file.

If you cannot modify your script to return the data, then you should read this:
http://www.php.net/manual/en/ref.outcontrol.php (PHP4 and above), and do something like:

    ob_start();
    include ('calendar.php');
    $mydata = ob_get_contents();
    ob_end_clean(); 

And finally assign $mydata to {MYDATA} as above.

Q: Why when I click on a link, nothing happens ?

A: You need do not have php_track_vars turned on. To do this you can add "php3_track_vars on" to
your httpd.conf file in Apache. Or you could create a .htaccess file in your root web server directory
and add "php3_track_vars on" to it. Please read the php documentation if you have any questions.

Q: In amdin mode, can I edit the links without having to put them in the queue ?

A: Yes. With Mythreads 1.0.x, when logged-in as admin, if you edit an entry, it will be updated
without having to be validated. Also with Mythreads 1.0.3, specifying 'update' as email address, will
mark the link as 'newly updated'. Also, adding new links can be done from the admin panel, but
clicking on [Add a new link] will always add it to the queue.
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